D. T. Q.
= Drive Time Questions 4 Interstate Travels!

“These are a Few of My Favorite Things”











Favorite Contemporary Movie
Favorite Classic Movie
Favorite Contemporary TV Show
Favorite Classic TV Show
Favorite Christian Book
Favorite Secular Book
Past Travel Experiences
Future Travel Desires
Favorite Modern Car
Favorite Classic Car

“Life Lessons from 8 Decades”
One of my mentors in ministry, Rev. Milton G. Frazier,
offered these words of encouragement to me on the
occasion of his 80th birthday. Which of these statements do
you resonate with the most?





Finding and doing God's will is the secret of
contentment.
God is the Only One who can "see around the
corner."
Lasting friends are the product of being a
friend.

Personal Life: Past, Present & Future
DTQ – Your life is “like a book, filled with many

chapters.” Describe some of your favorite “chapters.”

DTQ – Who have been the most influential people in
your life?
DTQ - Have you ever met any famous people?
DTQ - What about your present life would you want to
reorder?



Family is my most valuable asset.

DTQ – Where do you want to be 5 years from now?



Finishing well is the goal and reward of growing
old.

DTQ – How would you live differently if you had only 1
year left?

“Desired Venues”
DTQ – List some venues you would like to visit:


Sporting Events?



Entertainment Venues?



Museums/Studios?

“In My Wildest Dreams”
DTQ – It is important to be able to talk about your

dreams – the great big ones & the seemingly simple ones.
Finish these sentences…



I would spend more time…



I would spend less time…



I would have like to meet…



I would like to invent...

“Your Walk With Christ”
DTQ - Have you experienced God in some
memorable way recently?
DTQ - What good things in life are inspiring you with
gratitude to God in recent days?
DTQ - What Scripture passage has provided
meaningful insights recently?
DTQ - What are some ways in which your prayer life
is being further developed with God?
DTQ - Who/what has been making a significant
influence on your walk lately?
DTQ - Are you influencing people more in eternal
ways than in earthly ways?
DTQ - How are things going in your “at-risk” area
during the last month?

Short-Term Mission Experience
DTQ - What is a potential domestic short-term trip
you would be willing to prayerfully consider?

DTQ - How are things going at home lately?
DTQ - Are you living consistently whether in private
or public?

DTQ - How might a cross-cultural/international shortterm mission trip change your worldview?

DTQ - What worship “tune” has impacted you the
most in recent weeks?

DTQ - What are some values that you reexamined?

DTQ - What Kingdom brother are you burdened for
lately?

DTQ - What did God impress upon you the most?

